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style

Panel layout
on wall with
inset marks.

mark insets from corners

The greatest amount of build time should be spent determining the panel layout.. Once complete you can draw your panel rectangle on the wall with a pencil. Then measure and
mark your corner insets. This is the amount of space needed
for each style corners, see the chart to the right.
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part #

inset

French Renaissance

AP-301 4-1/4”

Georgian

AP-304 5-5/8”

Classical

AP-305 4-1/4”

Tools Required
Measuring Tape
Rags
Hammer
1 1/4” Finishing Nails
Miter Saw
Caulk Gun
Level
Electric Drill
1/16” Drill Bit

Insets are the amount
of space used by the
panel corner. Molding
should be cut to fit
between inset marks.
Check style for inset
size in the adjacent
chart.

Tips to Improve Your Results
*Use two people to install long lengths of
molding, to prevent caulk smearing wall.
*Don’t use too much caulk to reduce the
chance of a messy clean up.
*Use a nail in middle of molding to fix dry
wall imperfections or bend in wall.
*Use pencil sparingly, avoid drawing in
the corners on Classical AP-305, corners.

mitre box & saw available
from Home Depot or
Lowes,. under $8

Cut molding with miter
box to fit panel rectangle.
Remember to leave space
for corner insets.

Touch up corners and
molding by caulking. Use
wet brush & damp rag to
clear excess caulk.

Drill 1/16” starter nail
hole into molding 1/4”
from each edge to
hold molding in place.

Apply adhesive caulk
to back of molding and
secure into place using
1-1/4” finishing nails.

Fit corners into place
with adhesive caulk.
Clean up excess caulk
easily with damp rag.

Complete fitting corners,
they should cover small
nail holes. No seams or
nails should be exposed.

Design option #1
Paint the inside of
panels in a companion
color or faux finish.

Design option #2
Add a stencil to the
center of panel or a
custom painted canvas.

